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Assassinating time: a chronicle of passing time
Dafne Louzioti
Goldsmiths, London

Assassinating Time emerged from a conversation with Slovenian artist Metod, when I had
declared at some point during a day spent walking in a studio that I had crossed the
threshold of boredom into fertile imaginative territory. This led us to see what would happen
if that time frame was extended further. What would it be like to walk for twelve hours? What
would it be like to walk in circles for hours? What if the pace was slowed down to eighty-one
meters per hour?
The result was a project that unfolded over two years, in London, Athens, Ramallah and
Paros, resulting in a series of maps and culminating in a show in Match Gallery in Ljubljana
in April 2018.
Located between psychogeography, macro drawing and dance, Assassinating Time
provides a series of maps to experience – mediated transcriptions of events that hopefully
evoke a journey-like feeling. Ranging from walking south for twelve hours to waiting in a
limited area for twenty-four hours, a series of actions explored how and why we construct
and stick to particular time frames and what extending, compressing and suspending these
would do to our embodied sense of time.
The process yielded much more than we anticipated in terms of questions – not least
concerning the resulting maps. Although Walking Art need not (and according to some,
should not) lead to derivative works, in the case of Assassinating Time, we wanted to
explore how a map can become more than a representation of space to include journey,
memories and impressions, reflecting the idea of deep maps1. As a series of experiments to
test habitual time frames, we wanted to find ways of transmitting these experiences in a
format that could be both informative and evocative. As the work progressed, the maps
produced went from recognisable journeys across space to layered impressions over time.
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12h south:
Trying Timeframes

If four hours of walking in a studio is a trying
task, we asked what a challenging frame for
walking (and talking) outdoors would be.
This walk would not be about seeing sights,
but, rather, a walk about the effect of an
extension in the length of the activity. Things
needed to be as simple as putting one foot in
front of the other. One direction, a time
frame, some feet. Three people set off just
after six a.m. from Liverpool Street Station in
London and headed south for twelve hours.
The timeframe was more trying on the joints
than on the mind, the latter finding openings
through observation into memory and then
back into observation. In the end, we were
the ones trying the timeframe.
This map most resembles a conventional
paper map and was created after the walk,
based on the route the Map My Walk app
tracked during the twelve hours. We very
occasionally consulted a map on our phones
for orientation, when none of us could tell
which way to go, which was mostly around
Crystal Palace. Although we had not
discussed navigation in detail, there was a
tacit understanding that we would not rely on
technology for navigation mostly because
that is how both Metod and Dafne tend to
navigate around London. In hindsight, both
agree that when a similar task is repeated,
only the surroundings will be used for
orientation.
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The Remote Experiments
Keeping things ticking while we spent a summer in different places meant devising some
ways of exploring extended timeframes individually but concurrently. Based on the
understanding that talking and company in general makes time flow faster, we shrunk our
frame to four hours. What might be a trying task for four hours alone in a public space? How
can we manipulate time/space frames in order to understand why they are defined in specific
ways and contexts?
These were the instructions and questions we gave ourselves:
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RemoteExp 1
Waiting four hours: Stretching

London and Ramallah: questions of
waiting. What are the mental journeys
taken on different waiting periods? What
thoughts does one entertain when you
know you have one minute to wait? Or
ten? Or twenty? Or a day? What does
knowing the time you have to wait do to
your psychological state? What does not
knowing do? What happens if a stated
waiting time keeps extending?
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RemoteExp 2:
Circling four hours: Layering

Go round a town square once. Perhaps as
a visitor, or, instead, as part of a stroll. Go
round a town square twice. Perhaps
because of a particularly engrossing
conversation. In fact, this might allow for
more revolutions than two. Imagine taking
the pace of this stroll and slowing it down
to the point before it turns into dance-like
slow motion; imagine doing this without
company; for four hours.
What emerges is a layering of time scales:
that of the built environment, that of the
regular users of the square and that of our
slowed motion, carving circles repeatedly.
Each place offers very different
interactions and contrasting levels of
visibility; one remains unnoticed and one
becomes acutely visible.
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RemoteExp 3
Going four hours: Converging

Does it make a difference to walk alone but
with knowing that, across the continent,
someone else walks at the same time? Is a
four-hour solitary walk more or less trying
than a twelve-hour one in company? Our
directions converged, but there was no
physical meeting point; only a temporal
one.
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12h Waiting:
Can We Assassinate Time?

The question of what happens if two
people are (willingly) confined to a two by
two metre space for twelve hours is not
merely potential for a gag. We took it upon
ourselves to test whether we could tolerate
each other’s presence with no other set
task besides waiting in a designated public
space: no seats, no heating, no chargers.
Would tedium take over? Would we be
noticed? Suspected of dubious behaviour?
It might have been that our chosen location
was too interesting, or that conversation
was too much fun, but the twelve-hour
stretch didn’t feel that long. It seemed this
was nowhere near any sort of limit, so how
long could we wait? How much time could
we kill before it really got to us?
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24h Waiting:
How to Assassinate Time

The logical conclusion to 12h Waiting was
that a scale that would potentially really
break us (at the risk of our friendship too)
needed to be tried. What would the daylong scale alter in terms of our perception
of the task and our endurance? Would
waiting for this amount of time skew our
perception of its passage? Could we
escape its marching onward for once?
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Collected Text: Collapsing Time

This is a compendium of textual residues
from our attempts to distort how time and
action are linked. Multiple journeys are
collapsed into one weft of words, as
unreliable as the memories that generated
them, as futile an act as trying to kill time.
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Appendix
Some thoughts on waiting times in public or semi-public spaces:
One minute: Not long at all. I take a little time to focus on my breath, to maybe relax my
shoulders or back, to stretch my eyes or yawn. Perhaps I will look at my phone and check
the many platforms of communication that offers in case I have missed anything. Or maybe I
do this out of habit, like a twenty-first century tick. Sometimes I’ will resist the urge and
observe people instead.
Five minutes: Definitely check my phone; maybe play a game if there is nothing in the way of
messages or social media updates. If I do not feel closed off, I will observe people. I may
walk around if possible.
Ten minutes: Aside from the easy option of aforementioned phone behaviour, I will call a
friend for a chat. Find somewhere to sit if not already doing so. I may search for a coffee.
Twenty minutes: I will catch up on emails, sit down and write some notes, find a hot drink or
even some food. Look at shop windows and generally wonder around. If I am near any
green areas and it is sunny/warm, I will head there and read/write.
One hour: This thinly turns into waiting as opposed to doing something productive when at
some sort of transport terminal, like a train station or airport. Most of the twenty-minute
activities apply to this and are usually accompanied by a trip to the toilet. Psychologically this
feels normal as it often is part of a planned journey. However, on the rare occasions when it
has not, for example being stuck at a bus stop away from home at night with ice and snow
and unable to make any definite move, it is a frustrating and infuriating process. Focus is on
the impending but indefinite arrival of the mode of transport, while physiological processes
and needs become very prominent in my mind. Waiting in hospitals for other people is also
close to insufferable; usually for unfortunate reasons, this is perhaps the slowest time
passes.
Two to three hours: Hospital waiting lingers around this time mark and includes my own trips
to A&E, usually unaccompanied. On the occasions where there have been people with me,
time passes with attempts to dispel boredom via jokes and chit chat.
Four to five hours: Boat journeys: card games, sleeping and reading were made for such
journey times. But what if one waits in a corner in a city?

1 See Mike Pearson and Michael Shanks, Theatre/Archaeology (London: Routledge, 2001), pp. 64-65. Deep

maps attempt 'to record and represent the grain and patina of place through juxtapositions and interpretations of
the historical and the contemporary, the political and the poetic, the factual and the fictional, the discursive and
the sensual; the conflation of oral testimony, anthology, memoir, biography, natural history and everything you
might ever want to say about a place'.
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